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Chocolate isn’t
was never sustainable
Exploratory note on the social and environmental
stakes of the cacao industry

Willing to discuss this topic?
Reach out to innovate@possible-future.com
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CONTEXT

Chocolate isn’t
was never sustainable

CONTEXT

Cacao:
a colonial product
Morning cups of hot cocoa, Easter eggs, Christmas
treats. In Western cultures, chocolate is everywhere.
However, behind such delightful treats lies a hard
truth: from its origins tightly linked to slavery and
colonization back in the XVIIth century to its
omnipresence over today’s global food market, the
chocolate industry was never sustainable.
The impending climate crisis we are facing just makes
this fact harder to ignore.

CONTEXT

A disconnect between
representation and reality
The chocolate industry is supported by pop-culture
references that intentionally or not sweeten —no pun
intended— the imaginaries associated with the final
product. Think of Willy Wonka, Easter bunnies, the
Milka cow or the Swiss mountains. Though such
images strategically appeal to the western customerbase imaginaries and traditions, they are
disconnected from the actual geographic and cultural
origins of cacao as raw material, but also from the
dark realities that lay behind the chocolate
industry.

CONTEXT

Why is chocolate still not
sustainable?
In spite of the pleasurable and appetizing imaginaries
associated with it, the chocolate industry remains
nonetheless a very un-sustainable one.
Let’s take a closer look at some of the main
environmental and human costs behind cacao
production and distribution.

MULTI-FACTORIAL NEGATIVE IMPACT

A business that worsens climate change and structural inequality
On an environmental level, cacao farming is responsible for

While workers’ exploitation allows for chocolate manufacturers’

massive deforestation, as well as soil and water pollution

profit, it reinforces unfair power dynamics between consuming

(specifically in West Africa). In just 60 years, Ghana has lost

and producing economies. Because the exporting countries

80% of its forest cover, and Côte d'Ivoire 94%. Deforestation

mostly grow cacao and seldom manufacture chocolate, their

brings a vicious-circle effect, with reduced biodiversity and

human and natural resources are further devaluated, which

lesser carbon-stocking areas, causing even more deforestation

makes them even more dependent on western demand. In

as people are forced to farm in new areas of land.

addition to this, climate change makes cacao producers even
more vulnerable.

Further environmental costs also include oil-fueled shipping,
manufacturing, and distribution later involved in the

Lastly, chocolate as a globally commodified snack also has a

chocolate supply chain.

negative impact on consumers’ health, especially children, due
to excessive sugar levels in chocolate-based snacks (mostly

Cacao is obtained at an unfair price, with gruesome working

milk chocolate).

conditions involving severe underpayment and modern
slavery (with over 2,5 million child laborers working in cacao
production in just Ghana and Côte D’Ivoire).
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MULTI-FACTORIAL NEGATIVE IMPACT _ FACTS

Historic monopolies

Modern slavery

Biodiversity collapse

Profit from the global chocolate market is

According to Statista, in 2018 and 2019
2,8M children were working in cacao
production in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire.
While all are forced to work, some are also
subject to human trafficking, as it is one of
the many illegal workforce supplies
involved in cacao exploitation.

Intensive deforestation due to growing demand
causes biodiversity loss in the main production
areas, where pest and disease pressure, and the
rarefaction of shade trees brings yields to decline.
Monoculture is also making farmers more
economically vulnerable as it narrows their sources
of income and lessens their resilience to shocks such
as fluctuating cacao prices and climate change.

shared between retailers and a handful
of leading manufacturers from the US
and Europe —Mars, Ferrero, and Mondelez
— although 70% of the global cacao supply
originates from West African smallholder
farmers.
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MULTI-FACTORIAL NEGATIVE IMPACT _ KEY FACTS

7 MT of chocolate are produced each year.
According to the first comprehensive chocolate life cycle analysis
by Italian researchers, cultivation, transportation and
manufacturing are “environmental hotspots” *.
Farming

Shipping

Manufacturing

On average, producing 1 kg of cacao

Trans-oceanic ship transportation

Energy-intensive chocolate

beans emits 1.47 kg CO2; meaning

causes about 14% of total [ocean]

manufacturing causes 22% of global

that producing 1kg of dark chocolate

acidification, “mainly due to the sulfur

warming impacts (specifically

emits more GHG than producing 1kg

dioxide emitted by ships.”

packaging).

of lamb or mutton!

* “Environmental hotspots” are junctures in the chocolate life cycle that have the greatest environmental repercussions.
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CONTEXT

Why
act now?
Whether we like it or not, climate change is here. This
means major changes in both demand and offer, in
consumption habits as well as in production systems.
If chocolate industry stakeholders do not want to
make the risks that threaten them a reality, they need
to face change now.

UNAVOIDABLE AND NECESSARY CHANGE

The end of chocolate as we know it
7 MT of chocolate are produced each year, generating more

Broadly speaking, in the face of growing consumer awareness, it

than US$ 100 billion a year in revenue. From an industrial

is critical that sustainability become more than a claim. For too

standpoint, businesses can no longer operate the same way

long, corporations have justified not taking action by saying

considering climate change, resource rarefaction, and the

consumers only intend to buy sustainable products but don’t

humanitarian crisis induced by cacao farming. Realistically,

actually do so. But it is actually proven that more than a third of

companies need to produce less, not just better. It is

global consumers — especially GenZ and Millenials — are

impossible to aim for infinite growth on a planet of finite

willing to pay more for sustainable products, and those

resources.

willing to pay more would accept a 25 percent premium on
average.

From a marketing standpoint, “sustainability” has long been
part of the average brand discourse. But more companies
challenge the status quo by making sustainability their first
mission and placing it at the core of their business model,
making competition fiercer (especially in the ever-expanding
F&B market). Evolving legislation is also further compelling
manufacturers to align on such practices.
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UNAVOIDABLE AND NECESSARY CHANGE

A huge economy at risk

Evolving legislation

Sustainability sells

Global chocolate market was valued at

In September 2022, the European
Parliament voted a ban on products that
don’t come with proof of zerodeforestation sourcing. Cacao is at the
top of the list of products targeted by this
law.

It is actually proven that 50% of CPG
growth from 2013 to 2018 came from
sustainability-marketed products. Yet,
chocolate (especially chocolate candy) has
one of the smallest shares of sustainabilitymarketed products — less than 5%
compared to 18% for coffee for instance.

US$ 99.60 billion in 2016 and is expected
to grow at a CAGR of over 4.50% during
2022-2028, reaching US$ 172.22 billion
by 2025. The social and environmental
catastrophe awaiting the chocolate
industry is only proportional to the size of
this huge market.
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CONTEXT

From risks to
opportunities

CONTEXT

The end of chocolate as
we know it is perhaps not
a bad thing!
If we can’t keep making and buying chocolate today’s
way, we will have to do it differently. And considering
that chocolate has a history of un-sustainability,
different could mean better!
As many industries share similar struggles, early
transformation is key to maintaining future activity and
competitiveness. While some are already reacting and
innovating in their sectors, major disruption is yet to be
seen in the chocolate market.
Can we take inspiration from risks turned into
opportunities in other sectors?

CONTEXT _ EXAMPLES

Voyage Foods

Atomo!

Hari&Co

Preserving the flavors of United States’

This Seattle startup has launched a line of
bean-free coffee after identifying plants
that recreate the components of coffee.
Through its partnership with farmers,
Atomo! uses plant waste to produce their
patented molecular formula for coffee.

This French startup sells legumes-based ready
meals, as its original mission was to launch a massmarket, eco-friendly alternative to meat with the
same protein count. The brand has since grown far
beyond the question of plant-based substitutes.
Developing new recipes and rituals, it focuses on
delivering tasty, easy solutions for daily nutrition
with optimized environmental impact.

favorite foods, this company has recently
launched a peanut-free spread and is
currently working on bean-free coffee
and cacao-free chocolate.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

In the context of a global
crisis…What opportunities
for your business?

4 MAIN BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Rethinking the supply
chain to unlock viable
growth opportunities

Reinforcing existing
certifications in favor of
farmers’ income

Leveraging climate
change and tech as drivers
for growth and closeproximity networks

Existing initiatives offer an alternative to

Existing tools such as certifications for

the current model. By targeting and

sustainable sourcing or voluntary

Man-induced environmental collapse is

innovating around the most polluting

initiatives led by companies are

reshuffling the cards of business-as-

and unethical aspects of the cacao

unfortunately limited. How come fair

usual practices. As adaptation will play

value chain, some leading corporations

wages and working conditions are still

through redefining farming methods,

and small companies alike are already

not guaranteed, two decades on in the

new farming areas may allow

successfully reducing the overall impact

certification game? How do we ensure

manufacturers to source their cacao

of their business.

regulation efficiency in the cacao

closer to their factories and selling

industry?

points, for an overall reduced impact.

Addressing shifts in
consumer trends
Although Indian and Chinese demand is
growing, most consumers remain in
Europe and the United States, where a
significant part of consumption habits
is evolving. Whether for ethical or health
reasons, more diets tend to include
products with natural, rawer, fewer, and
even alternative ingredients.
This is an opportunity to rethink
chocolate in general, and not just cacao.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Rethinking the supply
chain to unlock viable
growth opportunities
Existing initiatives offer an alternative to the current
model. By targeting and innovating around the most
polluting and unethical aspects of the cacao value
chain, some leading corporations and small
companies alike are already successfully reducing the
overall impact of their business.

INNOVATIVE SUPPLY CHAIN

Reducing energy expenditure throughout the supply chain
From farming to retailing, environmental damage runs along the

But GHG emissions in transportation may cancel the ecological

cacao supply chain. Fortunately, more and more solutions prove

benefits of agroforestry, as shown by a 2020 research study on

it is possible to thrive without destructing the very resources

Ecuadorian chocolate footprint. It is thus crucial to transition to

from which we grow profit.

carbon-neutral global cacao shipping, combining the use of
biofuels with the re-localization of chocolate factories. Indeed,

In farming, agroforestry is proving to be a reliable and efficient

proximity between production, transformation, and

solution to optimize the crop yield in cacao farms. This natural

consumption places is necessary to reach such a goal.

agricultural system consists in planting forest or fruit trees on
farms. The synergy between species allows for reduced chemical

Last but not least, reducing waste optimizes the resources and

use and mixed crops, which is key in diversifying farmers’

energy used in cacao production. There is more to cacao than the

sources of income and relieving their dependency on cacao

beans: pods, husks and other parts of the fruit can be used for as

export from monocultures. Agroforestry, even when non-organic,

varied purposes as bioethanol blending, to the providing of a

also generates less GHG emissions than conventional farming.

substrate for natural citric acid growth, bringing innovation to the
food and energy sectors.

Another key factor in impact reduction is shipping. Cacao
usually transits from West Africa to Europe and the US in oilfueled cargos.
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INNOVATIVE SUPPLY CHAIN _ EXAMPLES

Regenerative farming

Decarbonized shipping

Valorized waste

Ghanean organic cacao producer and

Grain de Sail is a mid-sized company
from Finistère, Brittany. Its mission is to
de-carbonize transatlantic shipping. The
cargo sailing ships are loaded in Peru or
the Dominican Republic, with blocks of
25kg of cacao. Manufacturing 500 tons of
chocolate in just one year, the company
saved hundreds of thousands of fuel liters
for transportation in the process.

Oabika by Valrhona is a concentrated
cacao juice made from the mucilage of
beans. This refined byproduct once
considered waste is now used by chefs for
pastry and ice-cream making. Way to turn
waste into liquid gold!

exporter Yayra Glover works on mixing
cacao with banana and coconut crops to
generate alternative revenues aside from
cacao, all the while improving soil quality
and crop resilience.
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INNOVATIVE SUPPLY CHAIN _ FOCUS

Nestlé Cocoa Plan
Fostering agroforestry and regenerative agriculture to
prevent further deforestation in West Africa, Nestlé is
working towards re-introducing biodiversity on cocoa
farms.
Between 2018 and 2022, Nestlé grew over 2,2 million
forest and fruit trees in nurseries and distributed them to
farmers across Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana for them to plant
in cocoa fields. These taller forest trees give cocoa plants
enough shade to grow (a critical asset in the climate
crisis) while improving soil health and bearing fruit - thus
offering farmers a chance to diversify their revenue
streams.
Although the efficiency of such an initiative will take more
years to be truly evaluated, it remains nevertheless a step
towards reforestation and forest conservation from an
industry leader. Also, the cultivation of cocoa using
agroforestry does not compensate for deforestation.

INNOVATIVE SUPPLY CHAIN _ FOCUS

Cémoi and Grain de Sail
Cémoi is one of the biggest French chocolate makers. It
was announced that it would decarbonize some of its
cocoa shipping by 2022, investing in a fleet of 4 cargo
sailboats from Britton company TOWT (TransOceanic
Wind Transport). Each ship can transport 12 000 tons of
cocoa. For each trip, 1500 tons of CO2 are saved.
Seeing a national leader adopting a solution that many
thought could only work for smaller companies like Grain
de Sail is proof that decarbonized transportation is a
scalable alternative, adapted to both small, mid, and large
volume sales.
Furthermore, sail shipping is reappearing in other
industries: in 2018 and 2019, Lush successfully started
using sail shipping for salt and cork, from Portugal to
England.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Reinforcing existing
certifications in favor of
farmers’ income
Existing tools such as certifications for sustainable
sourcing or voluntary initiatives led by companies are
unfortunately limited. For instance, despite being UTZ
certified, leading many positive impact operations in
West Africa and instituting child labor monitoring and
remediation systems (CLMRS) in 2012, Nestlé has
been involved in the Nestlé vs Doe child-labor case
since 2005 . How come fair wages and working
conditions are still not guaranteed, two decades
on in the certification game? How do we ensure
regulation efficiency in the cocoa industry?

SOCIAL BUSINESS

The limits of certifications
Certifications are increasingly questioned as more corporations

Indeed, many certifications don’t come with fixed premiums,

with unsustainable business models get certified. In an open

leaving farmers and first buyers to negotiate premiums on top of

letter to B-Lab, a group of Certified B-Corp brands recently

the London price market.

criticized Nespresso's certification, citing the multinational’s
ongoing resort to unethical practices as a discrediting blow to

In fact, cacao selling price remains well below what human

the B-Corp label in general. Although sourcing to fair trade

rights organizations calculate as a true floor for a living

standards is an important step for chocolate makers, farmers’

income for cocoa farmers. As a result, even certified farmers

living standards aren’t improving.

end up selling less cacao on fair trade terms, which is a
significant indication that certifications don’t fill their purpose.

On paper, “certified farms are on average 49% more profitable

Ultimately, there is structural unfairness in fair trade certification

than conventional farms”. However, farmers’ access to

"as it leaves vital human rights, including a living income for

certification is voluntary and expensive and relies on their

farmers, as a voluntary initiative for companies".

inclusion in cooperatives - often subject to corruption- which
doesn’t guarantee protection from exploitative cacao buyers.
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SOCIAL BUSINESS _ KEY FIGURES

The limits of certifications : a few key figures

1,40 $ / day is the per-capita
average household income of a
certified UTZ cacao farmer in
Côte d’Ivoire

84% of cacao cultivation external
costs are social costs, 54% of which
are due to underpayment. The
average annual wage of hired cocoa
workers in Côte d’Ivoire is 477$.

Fairtrade International shows that

According to confectionery news.com,

92% of the cacao supply chain’s total external

175,412 MT of cacao were sold on

Ivorian UTZ-certified farmers’ incomes

costs are cultivation costs. These external costs

Fairtrade terms in 2020, while 609,047

are behind the World Bank’s

for cultivation are higher than those of

MT tons were produced by Fairtrade

international poverty line (1,90$/day).

comparable sectors (like Vietnamese coffee or

Less than 29% of cacao grown by
certified farmers was sold on
Fairtrade terms in 2020 vs 33 %
in 2018

certified farmer organizations. This

Kenyan tea).

means certifications offer few financial
benefits to cacao producers.
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SOCIAL BUSINESS

Towards actionable CSR ?
Reformulating the prime goal of certifications might be a good

Furthermore, to ensure that cacao is bought at a price allowing

first step. If corporations and consumers start viewing

farmers to live above the poverty line, strict control from local

certifications as a producer-centric tool committing

stakeholders is necessary. Though it will disrupt the century-

chocolate makers to provide decent wages to producers,

old power dynamics established by monopolies, regular farm

then their impact may become positive. What means are there

audits by local third parties are key in redistributing power to the

then, to implement actionable CSR, from certifications and

producing yet weaker economies at the very basis of the supply

leader companies in particular? What needs to happen for

chain.

certified cacao to mean the workers who cultivated it were
justly remunerated?

Retailers also have their share of responsibility. By requiring a
stricter code of conduct from their suppliers and opting out of

As far as certifications are concerned, higher minimum prices

trade promotions and other anticompetitive trades from

for cacao beans and higher premiums are needed to provide

chocolate manufacturers, retailers can play a big part in

certified farmers with solid incentives to deal exclusively with

prioritizing companies with sustainable practices instead.

eco-conscious buyers and not resort to child labor.

This would in turn diversify the market and expose a greater
amount of consumers to sustainably-made products and
reliable brands.
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SOCIAL BUSINESS _ EXAMPLES

Divine

Marks&Spencer

Public response to CSI

This Ghanaian-British farmer-owned

One of the first high-street brands to apply
a set of strict sourcing principles, M&S
was named ‘Most Ethical High Street
Clothing Retailer’ by Ethical Consumer
Magazine in 2014’. This extensive and
regularly updated code of conduct sets
sourcing standards respectful of workers’
rights and ensures suppliers to pay their
workers a decent living wage.

As corporate and legal initiatives keep failing as
solutions due to inherent conflicts of interest,
fellow corporations, whistleblowers, and public
interest groups act as regulatory intermediaries
against CSI (Corporate Social Irresponsibility).
For instance in 2021, after a decade-long PETA
campaign, Fortnum&Mason finally stopped
selling foie-gras.

company was set up in 1998 by Kuala
Kokoo cooperative, and launched its first
mass-market Fair-trade certified
chocolate bar in 2002. Cashing in its first
dividend cheque in 2007, the cooperative
was since able to invest in several local
social-impact projects.
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SOCIAL BUSINESS _ FOCUS

República Del Cacao
Ecuador’s unique equatorial climate provides the perfect
environment for growing the world’s finest cacao - Cacao
Nacional Fino de Aroma, also known as Cacao Arriba.
República del Cacao is a platform that regroups small
cacao farmers, cocoa manufacturers, milk producers,
chefs, and marketing experts.
Wrk ing directly with local farmers in Ecuador, Colombia,
and Peru, República del Cacao has chosen to eliminate
intermediaries for maximum traceability of their final
products and greater local profit. Indeed, their
chocolate is produced locally using only Latin American
ingredients, which keeps the added value locally.
Also a B-Corp certified community, República del Cacao
partners with Valrhona for Pastry Connection, a yearly
cycle of events and conferences about pastry, and the
future of chocolate in gastronomy. Two of República del
Cacao’s chefs actually emerged from Valrhona’s formation
school.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Leveraging climate
change and technology as
drivers for growth and
close-proximity networks
Man-induced environmental collapse is reshuffling the
cards of business-as-usual practices. Global warming
in particular brings bad news for cacao farming, with
less land available for farming. As adaptation will play
through redefining farming methods, new farming
areas may allow manufacturers to source their cacao
closer to their factories and selling points, for an
overall reduced impact.

ALTERNATIVE FARMING

Emerging solutions for cacao production
As a multi-factorial threat endangers cacao production, tech-

A closer distance between production, transformation, and

powered research (sponsored by major industry stakeholders

consumption locations could also bring the cacao supply chain

like Cargill) tries to uncover bioengineered alternatives such

closer to carbon neutrality.

as in-lab cultivation or the development of synthetic aromas.
But we mustn’t forget that while monopolies have unfairly
Global warming means that climatic zones that were once

exploited the environmental and human resources of ex-colonies

unfit for tropical crops are now adapted to these. More and

in West Africa and South America — forcing their economic

more Mediterranean producers are successfully farming fruits

dependency on cacao farming and export — they will have to

such as lychees or mangoes, like the Sicilian company

take responsibility when global warming deprives these

Papamango. If in a few years, similar climate changes make

historically weakened economies of their main source of

possible cacao cultivation closer to Europe and the US, this

income… If farming cacao closer to where it’s mostly consumed

would relieve West African lands from the over-exploitation and

implies massive social and economic dumping, then is it truly

deforestation they undergo from Western companies (for

sustainable?

Western demand).
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ALTERNATIVE FARMING _ EXAMPLES

New farming areas

New farming methods

Bio-engineering

Now the 8th exporter in Europe, Italy ships

Cargill partners with vertical farming
leader AeroFarms in research focused on
cacao production and climate-resilient
farming practices. If successful at a large
scale, this could become a solution for
cacao cultivation closer to urban areas
where most chocolate is consumed.

California Cultured grows cacao cells in a
lab out of natural nutrients subtract. As more
of this “guilt-free“ chocolate will reach the
market, more data will be available to assess
the impact and viability of lab-grown cacao. If
this technology shares the same setbacks as
lab meat, plant-based substitutes might be a
better alternative.

fresh mangoes anywhere in the EU within 2
days, and with a considerably reduced C02
footprint in comparison to the main
exporters (Africa, Asia, South America).
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Addressing shifts in
consumer trends
Although Indian and Chinese demand is growing,
most consumers remain in Europe and the United
States, where a significant part of consumption habits
is evolving.
Whether for ethical or health reasons, more diets tend
to include products with natural, rawer, fewer, and
even alternative ingredients.
This is an opportunity to rethink chocolate in general,
and not just cacao.

SHIFT IN CONSUMER TRENDS

Towards buying-better ethics ?
A few macro-trends are emerging amongst Western cacao

On the other hand, the bean-to-bar movement shows an

consumers. On one hand, there remains a strong demand for

increasing demand for chocolate in its rawer, purer and un-

indulging, nostalgic chocolate-based treats, characterized

sweetened form, thus turning cacao into a rarer, luxury good

mainly by their sweet taste rather than a refined cacao aroma

that consumers are willing to spend more money on when

or a high cacao content. For instance, Oreo cookies (one of the

treating themselves to it. This need for purity and quality comes

most bought brand in the US) actually contain only 4,6% of

with greater consumer attention to the origin and impact of

cacao powder on average.

chocolate as a final product, as well as its natural and functional
health benefits.

This is especially true for milk-chocolate products (which make
up the majority of global chocolate sales). Since cacao doesn’t
seem to be the most important thing in chocolate, developing
substitutes for it only seems practical. Also, it is a great
occasion to meet the increasing demand for dairy, gluten, and
sugar-free products — due to global higher lactose intolerance
and diabetes rates, and more vegan diets amongst consumers
worldwide.
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SHIFT IN CONSUMER TRENDS _ EXAMPLES

THE NU+ COMPANY

BIG Chocolate

She who destroyed sugar

This Hong-Kongese German company

On a mission against “Big Chocolate” (as in
Big Pharma), UK startup Win Win Food
Labs is about to launch a cacao-free
alternative to chocolate made from carob
and British barley, using plant-based
fermentation techniques. Ruling out cacao
from the ingredients list allows this product
to be slave labor-free, deforestation-free,
palm oil-free, caffeine-free, and gluten-free.

A perfect example of quality over quantity, this
50g bar of raw cocoa offers enhanced health
benefits. Providing an intense, almost spiritual,
tasting experience, the exacerbated sensorial
and functional aspect of the value proposition
makes this product worth its price (10$). Which
is precisely why it keeps selling out!

sells organic chocolate bars suitable for
vegan and gluten-free diets. With no more
than 8 ingredients, these snacks offer
natural alternatives to industrial
components (such as coconut nectar
instead of refined sugar).
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REINVENTING CACAO

To conclude
Chocolate was never sustainable. Now on the verge of global
collapse, the industry needs radical change to survive. It is time
to transition to environmentally, socially, and economically
sustainable models, starting with:
• Focusing on a farmer-centric socio-economic progress
• Reforming the cacao supply chain, from the field to the plate

Willing to draw a better future for cacao? Let’s meet!
innovate@possible-future.com

